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ABSTRACT

With the increasing in mobile application systems and a high competition between companies, that led to increase in the number of mobile application projects.

Mobile software development is a group of process for creating software for mobile devices with limited resources like small screen, low-power. The development of mobile applications is a big challenging because of rapidly changing business requirements and technical constraints for mobile systems. So, developers faced the challenge of a dynamic environment and the Changing of mobile application requirements. Moreover, Mobile applications should adapt appropriate software development methods that act in response efficiently to these challenges.

However, at the moment, there is limited knowledge about the suitability of different software practices for the development of mobile applications. According to many researchers Agile methodologies was found to be most suitable for mobile development projects as they are short time, require flexibility, reduces waste and time to market.

Finally, in this research we are looking for a suitable process model that conforms to the requirement of mobile application, we are going to investigate agile development methods to find a way, making the development of mobile application easy and compatible with mobile device features.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Traditional & Classical Methodologies

Software methodologies like Waterfall, Rapid Application Prototype, Spiral, Rational Unified Process, and V-shaped are called traditional software development methodologies and these are called the heavyweight methodologies [1]. These methodologies are based on a sequential series of steps.
1.1.1. Waterfall Process Model

The Classical Life Cycle or the Waterfall Process Model [2] was proposed by Winston W. Royce in 1970. The first process model to present sequential steps, in this model the work is done in linear fashion.

1.1.2. Rapid Application Development (RAD) Model

This model was developed by IBM in 1980. In this model a rapid prototype is built up and given to user for evaluation & obtaining feedback. Then on the basis of user feedback Prototype is refined.

1.1.3. Spiral Model

Spiral model was developed by Barry Boehm in 1986. In this model the work is done like Waterfall Process Model through a sequence of activities with some backtracking between activities[3],this model mixes characteristics of both prototype model and waterfall process model.

1.1.4. Rational Unified Process (RUP) model

Rational Unified Process is one of the most popular of object oriented software development processes. RUP is an iterative approach which is Maintained and developed by Rational Software Corporation. The software lifecycle is broken into cycles the system will grow incrementally over time, cycle by cycle.

1.1.5. Shaped Model

The V-model just like the waterfall model, the V-Shaped life cycle is a sequential path of execution of processes. Each phase must be completed before the next phase begins. The V-model establishes the relationships between each phase of the development life cycle and its associated phase of testing. V-Model is simple and easy to use.

1.1.6. Agile Methodology

Agile development methods referred to lightweight approaches [4]. Agile development is used the incremental and iterative work strategy, the development life cycle is divided into smaller parts as well as revisited over and over again. It iteratively improves software based on customer feedback [5]. According to [6], Agile models are used to build a project if the project has the following aspects: (1) project’s requirement changes frequently (2) project is small (3) needs to deliver product in short period time.
There are a number of software development methodologies that have been categorized under the Manifesto umbrella. XP, SCRUM, DSDM, FDD, and Crystal Methods are among the most popular examples of these agile methods. This research will view the following five models:

1. Extreme Programming (XP)
2. Scrum
3. Crystal
4. Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM)
5. Feature-Driven Development (FDD)

1.1.7. Extreme Programming (XP)

Extreme Programming (XP) was launched in 1999 by Kent Beck, Ward Cunningham and Ron Jeffries for small to medium teams that develop software products with changing requirements[7]; XP is one of a lightweight and iterative informal software development methodology[8].

- It is suited for projects with dynamic requirements[9]
- It is suitable for small to medium teams that develop software products with changing requirements as well as collaboration within the team[10].
- It has weekly cycle and continuous integration[7]
- It has designed for development teams of between 3 and 10[11].

1.1.8. Scrum

The method was proposed in details by Schwaber and Beedle [12]; is an iterative and incremental method whose purpose is to help development teams to concentrate on established goals and minimize the work done on less important tasks.

- Keep the simplicity in a complicated business environment and if the requirements are unclear & ambiguous[13].
- a development team should interact to create a flexible, adaptive and productive system in a constantly changing environment.
- feedback loops are the main element [12]

1.1.9. Crystal Methodologies

Crystal clear is one of agile software development a methodology was developed by Alistair Cockburn. This method has many methodologies based on complexity like size and type of the team (Clear, Yellow, Orange, Red, Maroon, Blue, and Violet). The most of these agile methods are Crystal Clear that concentrate on communication between small teams that develop non-critical software.
• It can be applied to teams having up to 6 developers[11].
• It can be applied to small teams and small projects that are not life critical[11].

1.1.10. Dynamic Software Development Method (DSDM)

DSDM is a public domain Rapid Application Development method which has been developed over many years by the members of a nonprofit organization called the DSDM Consortium based on their experiences, which aimed to deliver software quickly through prototyping and iterative design and testing.

• Active user involvement is necessary[14, 15].
• The main concern is on frequent delivery of products[14, 15].
• Suitability for business purpose is the essential criteria for acceptance of deliverable[14, 15].

1.1.11. Feature-Driven Development

Feature Driven Development (FDD) was founded by Jeff De Luca and Peter Coad. Combines model driven development with agile development, emphasizing the initial object model, work division into features and iterative design of each feature. Claims to be best suited for critical system development. An iteration of a feature has two stages: design and development [16].

• This method primarily focuses on design and implementation of high quality deliverables.

2. Mobile Software Development

With the increasing in mobile application systems and a high competition between companies, that led to increase in the number of mobile application projects. Mobile software development is a group of process for creating software for mobile devices with limited resources like small screen, low-power. The development of mobile applications is a big challenging because of rapidly changing business requirements and technical constraints for mobile systems. So, developers faced the challenge of a dynamic environment and the Changing of mobile application requirements. Moreover, Mobile applications should adapt appropriate software development methods [17].

Many studies have been suggested a solution to the above challenges, it has been suggested that Agile is a fit model for the development of mobile applications [18].Moreover, There are a set of characteristics were developed by [19] regarding using agile methodology for mobile application development as follow :(1) High environment volatility(2) Small development teams (3) Identifiable customer (3) Object oriented development (4) Non-safety critical Software (5) Application level Software (6) Small systems (7) and Short development cycles.
However, the quality, quantity, and limited understanding about the appropriateness of different software practices for mobile applications development open new directions for researchers in computer science and industry to find a model to be fit for mobile applications development; Agile software development practice have given attention of software developers and researchers during the last decade but scientific research and published outcomes still remains quite limited[17].

3.PROBLEM STATEMENT

Software is integrated in a vast amount of products like cars, entertainment, and mobile phones and is a major success factor determining whether a product succeeds[20].

A Successful for any software is related to delivery that software with high quality software. The key success factor to deliver any software products with high quality outcome is picking up appropriate and well-working software development process[21]. Moreover, mobile applications like other desktop applications need appropriate and well-working software development process.

Nevertheless, mobile applications have different features which limit their performance and efficiency like application size, mobile hardware features (memory size, CPU clock rate, platform type, data representation, and battery life).

Developers for mobile application software face the following challenges:

(1) a dynamic environment with frequent modifications in customer needs and expectations[17].

(2) technical constraints associated with mobile systems [17].

(3) different technological platforms, including different Operating Systems (OS) and software development platforms [22].

(4) There is limited research to find a suitable model for the development of mobile applications[17].

Traditional software development process approaches that used in the development of desktop application may not to be directly applicable to mobile application[23].therefore, it is still critical to adopt appropriate methodology for the development of mobile application[24]. So, mobile applications development needs to have customized development processes [18, 25] to suite the special mobile application requirements with limited resources of mobile devices as well as to meet customer needs and to deliver fast to the market.

However, at the moment, there is limited knowledge about the suitability of different software practices for the development of mobile applications[17]. Finally, in this research we are looking for a suitable process model that conforms to the requirement of mobile application, we are going to investigate agile development methods to find a way, making the development of mobile
application easy and compatible with mobile device features. Agile methodologies was found to be most suitable for mobile development projects as they are short time, require flexibility, reduces waste and time to market[17].

4. RELATED RESEARCH

Many studies have been conducted on mobile applications development by using Agile methodologies to propose as an appropriate framework.

In 2008 a study was investigated by Rahimian and Ramsin [26] to propose as an appropriate framework for the development of mobile systems based on Agile and risk-based methodologies which called Hybrid Method Engineering (HME). It is based on a combination of agile methodologies, ASD and New Product Development (NPD). The outcome of this research paper is the Hybrid Methodology Design Process. The research doesn’t include a case study or experimental setup that tests this methodology.

A study was conducted by Scharff and Verma [27], to prove the efficiency of Scrum for the development of mobile applications. The authors propose to use Scrum as a model for mobile software development. This study was based on 1 case study not related to mobile software. Scrum Lean Six Sigma (SLeSS) is a new approach was developed by da Cunha, et al. [28] for the development of embedded software for mobile. This model is integration between Scrum and Lean Six Sigma. Authors propose to plan the implementation of Scrum alone, following this, it is necessary to apply organizational adjustments to implement LSS. This study implemented in only one mobile software company that is not a report of its utilization. This proposed model enables the reaching of performance and a high quality, improving the development process and the project’s outcome.

This study was investigated by Abrahamsson [19], to map agile home ground themes with mobile software development the result indicted that agile innovations present a solution for mobile application developers with high quality development processes.

A broad online survey was conducted by Flora, et al. [17] in 2014 to find out which agile approaches is suitable for mobile applications. The questionnaire for this study was assessed and validated by several experts in Agile models; around 130 participants (development team members, Agile experts, researchers, and other stakeholders) were responded. The results indicate that Agile methodologies of course fits and suitable for mobile development projects based on the following factors short time, require flexibility, and reduces time to market.

According to prior studies were developed to find appropriate software development model for mobile applications development the researchers are agreed with that (1) agile methodologies is one of the most suitable model for mobile development (2) these Agile methods are highly helpful tools to deliver enhanced speed and high quality for mobile applications development.
5. **Research Methodology:**

- Based on literature review for agile methodologies that discussed mobile applications development and what the researchers have concluded, the gap will be founded.

- According to research’s gap, research questions will be developed as well as proposing research framework.

- Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) will be used to provide guidance for developing research framework.

- After preparing a proposed research framework, we need to test it based on real case studies.

- In this step will get the results that will compare with other previous research studies.

- Feedback: if the results don’t meet the research goals, we need to improve the research framework (go back through step 3 to 6) to get final proposed framework.

5.1. **Research Questions**

1. Are agile methodologies effects positively on mobile application development?
2. Are agile methodologies with CMMI effects positively on mobile application development?
3. Does proposed model affect positively on mobile application development?
4- Does the expected outcome have a significant effect on mobile application development?

6. CONCLUSION

According to literature review, there is no research study that provides detail reasons to use Agile as essential model for mobile application development for that reason, this research aims to encourage and contribute to prove that as well as helping developers in using a standardized model for developing mobile applications based on agile methodologies.
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